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migration and assessing the degree of labour market integration in late nineteenth-century Britain. Some
studies document the flows of migrants from one area to another and describe migrant characteristics and the
directions of the predominant streams of migration. Others analyse the determinants of gross or net migration
flows at the region or county level. The questions implicit in these studies are: How mobile was the labour
force? What were the major factors which determined individual decisions to migrate? How are these factors
reflected in differences in migration flows between regions and in the pattern of long distance and short
distance migration? Did labour mobility increase during the nineteenth century?
There is also a strand of the literature which studies the effects of migration and labour mobility on the growth
of industries, cities, and regions and above all on wage rates and wage differentials. The questions here are:
How far did migration serve to integrate labour markets within and between regions and sectors? Do
movements in regional and sectoral wage rates provide evidence of labour market integration? Did the degree
of integration increase during the nineteenth century?
In this article we provide a framework within which these questions can be addressed and which links
together these two separate strands of the literature. Some of the existing literature is reviewed within this
framework, and new evidence offered on the questions raised above. The article is organized as follows. In
section I a simple framework is set out which stresses the links between migration and labour market
integration. In section II the evidence on the character of migration flows, their magnitude and direction is
examined. Section III focuses on the determinants of migration flows at the county level, particularly from
rural southern counties. This is followed, in section W, with an examination of the effect of rural-urban
migration on agricultural wage rates. Section V considers the evidence on regional labour market integration,
and is followed by a brief conclusion summarizing the results.
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Migration and Labour Market Integration in Late NineteenthCentury England and Wales1
George R. Boyer and Timothy J. Hatton
There is a long and well established tradition of studies analysing the pattern and
causes of internal migration and assessing the degree of labour market integration in late
nineteenth-century Britain. Some studies document the flows of migrants from one area
to another and describe migrant characteristics and the directions of the predominant
streams of migration. Others analyse the determinants of gross or net' migration flows at
the region or county level. The questions implicit in these studies are: How mobile was
the labour force? What were the major factors which determined individual decisions to
migrate? How are these factors reflected in differences in migration flows between
regions and in the pattern of long distance and short distance migration? Did. labour
mobility increase during the nineteenth century?
There is also a strand of the literature which studies the effects of migration and
labour mobility on the growth of industries, cities, and regions and above all on v/age
rates and wage differentials. The, questions here are: How far did migration serve to
integrate labour markets within and between regions and sectors? Do movements in
regional and sectoral wage rates provide evidence of labour market integration? Did the
degree of integration increase during the nineteenth century?
In this article we provide a framework within which these questions can be
addressed and which links together these two separate strands of the literature. Some of
the existing literature is reviewed within this framework, and new evidence offered on the
questions raised above. The article is organized as follows. In section I a simple
framework is set out which stresses the links between migration and labour market
integration. In section II the evidence on the character of migration flows, their
magnitude and direction is examined. Section III focuses on the determinants of
migration flows at the county level, particularly from rural southern counties. This is
followed, in section W, with an examination of the effect of rural-urban migration on
agricultural wage rates. Section V considers the evidence on regional labour market
integration, and is followed by a brief conclusion summarizing the results.
Section I
In analysing migration we are concerned not so much with the idiosyncratic
forces which caused a particular individual to migrate but with explaining the broad
tendency for individuals from a given population to migrate. In the simplest possible case
we can depict the migration rate^ the number of migrants relative to the population 'at
risk', as depending on the difference (or the ratio) between the wage or income available
to the individual in the destination region and that in the region of origin. This simple
economic model of migration is depicted in figure 1. In this illustration, a wage gap
favouring the destination region will not cause everyone to move; but as the wage gap
widens some who previously would not have moved find it worth while to do so. There
1
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are a variety of reasons why, because of differences between individuals in preferences,
in the ability to exploit opportunities, and in the costs of making the move, different
individuals require different levels of incentive in order to induce a move. The
implication is that migrants cannot be treated like a homogeneous commodity where
instantaneous arbitrage takes place.

The model offers a simple definition of labour mobility; it is the degree to which
an increase in the incentive to move (in this case the wage gap) increases the migration
rate, in other words it is the slope of the migration function. There has often been a
tendency to associate high levels of migration with high labour mobility. This is not
necessarily correct, as can be seen in figure 1. At WGj there is very little incentive to
migrate and hence little migration, while at WG2 there is a greater incentive and more
migration, although the behavioural relationship has not changed— labour mobility has
remained the same even though the level of migration has increased. If a fitter curve were
drawn this would imply lower mobility. It would, of course, be possible to imagine two
different populations where the population with the lower level of mobility had a higher
level of migration because it had a much larger incentive to migrate than the other. Hence
examining the level of migration may be a poor guide to assessing labour mobility.
Clearly, the wage gap is not the only variable relevant to the migration decision.
The probability of gaining employment in the individual's occupation or in some other
occupation is another important factor. Theories of rural--urban migration have often
included the probability of gaining employment in the destination relative to the region of
origin 2. In terms of figure 1, worsening prospects of employment in the destination would
have the effect of shifting the migration function downwards, and worsening prospects at
home would shift it upwards. Other characteristics of the origin and destination regions
relating to the labour market, or more generally, to environmental considerations may
2
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also be relevant. Poor working conditions, unsanitary housing conditions, or high
mortality rates in the destination region would lower the incentive to migrate. These
factors reflect the fact that the decision to migrate depends not just on income but on the
whole basket of features which determine individual utility.
One factor often stressed in migration studies is the presence of previous migrants
from the origin region in the destination region—the 'friends and relatives effect'. This
can be considered as another environmental factor which could be individual specific (the
individual's friends and relatives) or general (previous migrants from the same region of
origin). The presence of previous migrants can have direct economic effects on the
decision to migrate through lowering the costs of travel, of adjustment, of job search, and
of uncertainty in general. Another factor stressed in migration studies is the distance
between origin and destination. Distance is a proxy for the monetary and psychic costs of
migration and for information on destination labour markets. Of course, the psychic costs
associated with moving to an unfamiliar environment are likely to be mitigated by the
friends and relatives effect.
Most theories of migration (and of job search) are set in a human capital-t3'pe
framework and hence are implicitly forward looking. The investment in migrating in the
present yields a prospective stream of 3-etums in the future which is higher than the
prospective stream at home. Thus, migration decisions will be based on the estimate of
the difference between two future earning streams which must be formed on the basis of
past experience 3.'' The appropriate measure of the incentive to migrate in figure 1,
therefore, is not the current wage gap but the gap in (discounted) future income flows.
However, if the migration decision is reversible at a relatively low cost, migrants could
make decisions based on a shorter time horizon in which the immediate gains would
dominate. We might then expect to see a large share of return migration, temporary
migration, and repeated onward moves.
Modem theories of migration often stress the household or the family as the
decision-making unit. To the extent that whole families migrate, the relevant incentive is
the difference in current and future expected income for the family as a whole, although
this would typically be dominated by the earnings gap for the male breadwinner. An
alternative strategy might be for some members of the family (typically young adults) to
migrate and to send back remittances to the non-migrant family members. This strategy
can be interpreted as both increasing income and reducing risk by diversifying the
sources of income 4. It would also reduce the cost of return migration if adverse
conditions were encountered at the destination. Nevertheless, migration of one or more
family members would still be expected to respond to the same labour market incentives
as would apply in an individual's migration decision.
In order to examine the link between migration and labour-market integration we
can set up a simple model of two symmetric labour markets (i and j) with migrants
moving between them. For ease of exposition, the markets are assumed to be the same
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Unless migration decisions are easily and costlessly reversible, we might expect migrants to be relatively young since
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size but to face different labour supply and demand conditions. The migration function
can be specified as:
Mij,t = µ(Wj,t-1 +βxj,t-1- Wi, t-1-βxi,t-1)

(1)

where Mij,t is the rate of net migration from i to j (which could be positive or negative).
For each region, w is the natural log of the real wage and X is the log of an index of the
non-wage factors which enter into the migration decision; µ is the slope of the migration
function, which is our measure of labour mobility.
When the attractions of both regions are equal, there would be zero net migration.
In this case (ignoring the time subscripts) the zero migration condition is: Wi + βxi = Wj
+ βzj 5. If x is interpreted as the employment probability (or employment rate) and β set
equal to one, then the expected income equilibrium familiar from Harris and Todaro
results.
The (logarithmic) labour demand curves for the two regions can be written as:
𝑑
𝑙𝑖,𝑡

(2)
= 𝛼𝑜 − 𝛼1 𝑊𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛼2 𝑧𝑖,𝑡

𝑑
𝑙𝑗,𝑡
= 𝛼𝑜 − 𝛼1 𝑊𝑗,𝑡 + 𝛼2 𝑧𝑗,𝑡

where for the respective labour markets, / is the log of employment, w is the real wage as
before, and z represents forces such as technical change, capital accumulation, and
structural change which shift the labour demand curve out over time.
The change in labour supply in each region depends on the natural increase of -the
labour force, n, and the rate of net migration. Hence labour supply in the two markets will
be linked by net migration:
(3)
𝑠
= 𝑛𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑚𝑖𝑗,𝑡
∆𝑙𝑖,𝑡
𝑠
= 𝑛𝑗,𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑗,𝑡
∆𝑙𝑗,𝑡

By converting the labour demand equations into changes, setting labour supply
equal to demand and solving out m.igration5 the following expression can be obtained:
(4)
𝛼2
1
�∆𝑧𝑖 − ∆𝑧𝑗 � − (𝑛𝑖 − 𝑛𝑗 )𝑡
(∆𝑤𝑖 − ∆𝑤𝑗 )𝑡 =
𝛼1
𝛼1
−2

𝜇
𝛽𝜇
(𝑤𝑖 − 𝑤𝑗 )𝑡−1 − 2
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗 )𝑡−1
𝛼1
𝛼1 𝑖

Equation (4) illustrates that the change in the wage differential will depend on
relative shifts in labour demand in the two regions (the first term on the right) and relative
5

This condition may be more familiar in levels than in logs. Denoting levels with capitals
ii would be WiXiβ = WjXjβ

shifts in labour supply (the second term). The third term reflects the rate at which the
wage differential adjusts to an initial disequilibrium; that is, the degree to which the two
labour markets are integrated depends on the so-called error correction parameter on the
lagged wage gap term. This, of course, depends on lie labour mobility parameter, µ with
higher µ giving a more rapid rate of adjustment and therefore a greater degree of labour
market integration. Finally, the last term indicates that labour market or environmental
characteristics will also determine the change in the wage ratio; once again, the rate of
adjustment depends on the mobility parameter, µ.
This simple model demonstrates two important points about labour market
integration. First, and most obviously, the degree of labour market integration depends
directly on the mobility parameter, µ. Second, using a model such as (4) above, the
degree of labour market integration can be assessed through the analysis of wage rates
and without reference to direct observations on migration 6. 'The model illustrates that
labour market integration is a relative concept. If the labour market were instantaneously
arbitraged then |µ would be infinite and the labour markets could be said to be perfectly
integrated; if they were not integrated at ail then µwould be zero. It makes little sense to
say that labour markets are either integrated or not integrated; rather, we should discuss
the degree to which two or more labour markets are integrated.
Using expression (4) above, we can see the conditions under which the wage
differential would be constant in the long run. By setting the left-hand side of (4) equal to
zero (and dropping the time subscripts) we obtain:
(5)
𝛼2
1
�𝑤𝑖 − 𝑤𝑗 � + 𝛽�𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 � =
�∆𝑧𝑖 − ∆𝑧𝑗 � −
(𝑛 − 𝑛𝑗 )
2𝜇
2𝜇 𝑖

If both sides of this expression were equal to zero we would be back to the zero
migration condition above in which the wage rates, compensated for labour market and
environmental characteristics, are equal in the two markets. However, if in the long run
labour demand grew faster in market i than in market j (the first term on the right is
positive) and/or the rate of natural increase was lower in market i (the second term is
negative), then the compensated wage would be permanently higher in region i even
though migration from j to i would be continuously tending to equilibrate the two
markets. For given values of the variables on the right-hand side the permanent wage gap
would be greater the smaller is the mobility parameter, µ.
Many of the existing studies of migration and labour mobility can be interpreted
in this framework; and in what follows some further evidence is offered along these lines
together with evidence using wage data. But first the main currents of migration in the
late nineteenth century are examined.

Although µ/α1 can be estimated directly, the value of µ can only be calculated if an independent estimate
of α1 is available.
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Section II
The first major study of migration in nineteenth-century Britain was undertaken
by Ravenstein, who used birthplace data from the 1881 census to deduce seven 'laws of
migration'. Ravenstein's first law states that most migration covered short distances. The
resulting 'universal shifting of or displacement of population . . . produces shifting
"currents of migration" setting in the direction of the great centres of commerce and
industry which absorb the migrants' 7. The second law describes the 'process of
absorption' that results from this migration pattern: 'the inhabitants of the county
immediately surrounding a town of rapid growth, flock into it; the gaps thus left in the
rural population are filled up by migrants from more remote districts, until the attractive
force of one of our rapidly growing cities makes its influence felt, step by step, to the
most remote comer of the Kingdom' 8. The other five laws state that: 'the process of
dispersion is the inverse of that of absorption, and exhibits similar features'; 'each main
current of migration produces a compensating counter-current'; the relatively few long
distance migrants 'generally go by preference to one of the great centres of commerce or
industry'; urban natives are 'less migratory' than rural natives; and 'females are more
migratory than males' 9.
Ravenstein's 'laws' are essentially descriptive inferences from census data; they
are concerned with the who, when, and where of migration, not the why. More recent
observers have sought to illuminate some additional characteristics, such as the age
structure of migrants. Friedlander and Roshier, Baines, and Williamson used
demographic reconstructions to show that migrants were predominately young 10.
According to Bainesj 81 per cent of all intercounty migrants between 1851 and 1901
were aged 15-34 and the remainder were children 11. Similarly Williamson estimates that
two-thirds of rural-urban migrants in the 1860s were aged between 15 and 29 and the
remainder were children 12. These findings indicate that the migration of families was
more important than Ravenstein suggested. Although age composition, alone cannot tell
us why people migrated, the fact that two-thirds or more of migrants were young adults
adds support to the view that migration was a forward-looking decision based on
economic criteria. Younger migrants would have a longer future working life over which
to obtain the benefits of migration, and their costs of migrating and of acquiring different
skills and experience might be lower 13.
Ravenstein concluded from his analysis of birthplace data that the great majority
of Britain's cities 'recruit their population in the main from the county in which they are
situated, or in the case of border towns, from two contiguous counties 14. The only
7
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Ravenstein, 'Laws of migration', p. 198.
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Ibid.
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Friediander and Roshier, 'Internal uiigratioKi'j pp. 271-2; Baines, Migration in a. mature economy, p. 104;
Williamson, Coping^ with city growth, pp. 40-2.
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returns. For a discussion of the effect of return migration on estimates of the age distribution of migrants, see ibid.
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Williamson, Coping with city growth, p. 42.
13
This insight is often attributed to Sjaasted, 'Costs and returns', which was one of the first analyses of migration in a
human capital framework.
14
Ravenstein, 'Laws of miration', p. 205.

exceptions to this rule were large or rapidly growing cities such as London, Liverpool, or
Manchester, whose labour demands were so great that they could not be supplied by the
surrounding counties 15. Even in the exceptional case of London, however migration
'bears a most pronounced relation to distance, modified by facility of access and the
vicinity of other centres of absorption 16." Thus, while London contained a large number
of long distance migrants in 1881, including 110,000 from the north and north midlands,
it also contained 775,000 migrants from nearby southern and eastern counties 17.
The step-by-step process of absorption described in Ravenstein's second law suggests that
a significant amount of rural-rural migration occurred as part of the larger rural-urban
migration process. Agricultural areas located close to cities experienced high rates of
outmigration the resulting reduction in labour supply drove up wage rates 18. The high
agricultural in turn raised wages in these areas and attracted migrants from even more
distant rural areas. The series of short distance moves sometimes led to substantial shifts
of population between regions. For example, the Royal Commission on Labour (1893)
reported that agricultural 'labourers from Wiltshire, Somerset and Devon, from Hereford
and the Cirencester district of Gloucestershire have almost everywhere superseded the
indigenous Welsh labourer in the Vale of Glamorgan' 19. These migrants had been
attracted to south Wales by the high wages that resulted from the migration of Welsh
farm workers to the mining districts.
Ravenstein devoted little attention to the issue of urban-urban migration, mainly
because of the lack of birthplace data for cities in the 1881 census. Based on an analysis
of data for natives of London and seven Scottish cities, he concluded that urban natives
were less likely to migrate than were rural natives 20. He did not discuss the direction of
migration flows among English cities or whether a typical urban-urban move covered a
longer distance than a typical rural-rural move.
More recent studies of internal migration in Victorian Britain have confirmed
much of Ravenstein's analysis, and in particular his hypothesis that most migration
covered short distances 21. Table 1, constructed using the birthplace data recorded in the
15

Weber, Growth of cities, p. 259, turned these exceptions into another law of migration: 'the distance travelled by
migrants varies in the same ratio as the magnitude of the city, which is their destination. The larger the town, the wider
its circle of influence in attracting immigrants.' More recently. Smith, 'Movement of population', found that, in the
1850s, among English cities 'London alone drew in large quantities upon areas that were up to .and even over a hundred
miles distant.'
16
Ravenstein, ''.Laws of migration', p. 208.
17
Ibid., pp. 206-7. Writing shortly after Ravenstein, Llewellyn Smith, 'Influx of population', 3p. 66-8, also used
birthplace data from the 1881 census to demonstrate the effect of distance on migration to London.
18
In what follows the term immigration refers to migration from all origins to a particular destination, and
outmigration refers to migration to ail destinations from a given origin. Unless otherwise specified, these terms are used
to describe net migration, that is, the balance of inward and outward flows. The term emigration is used to refer only to
migration to destinations outside England and Wales.
19
Quoted in Thomas, 'Migration of labour', p. 285.
20
Ravenstein, 'Laws of m^ation', pp. 195-6. Ravenstein's finding that urban-urban migration rates were lower than
rural-urban migration rates is probably a result of the fact that his data are net of returns. Baines, Migration in a mature
economy, p. 120, concluded that 'rural-urban moves were more likely to be permanent' than urban-urban or urban-rural
moves, so that the analysis of migration using the birthplace data in the census 'overstate[s] the rural-urban movement
that occurred compared with movement between urban counties'. If urban migrants were more likely to return to their
place of origin than were rural migrants, then urban-urban gross migration rates might well have been higher than ruralurban gross migration rates.
21
The importance of distance in determining migration flows has been demonstrated for London by Shannon, 'Grovwh
of London', and Fdedlander, 'London's urban transition'; for south Wales by Thomas, 'Migration of labour'; and for

census, demonstrates the effect of distance on migration. It reports the birthplaces of
migrants to four major commercial/industrial areas enumerated in 1911. These figures
indicate that commercial/industrial centres recruited a large share of their populations
from nearby counties. The majority of migrants to Birmingham and Manchester came
from their respective hinterlands, and slightly fewer than half of London's migrants came
from the south and east. Two thirds of the migrants to Glamorgan came from Wales and
the nearby south-west. The importance of local recruiting areas becomes even larger if
we look only at migrants born in England and Wales. Manchester contained large
numbers of Irish-born migrants, and London contained large numbers of Irish, Scottish,
and foreign-born migrants. Not counting these, 65 per cent of London's and 66 per cent of
Manchester's English and Welsh migrants were born in the south and east and in the
north, respectively.

The role played by migration in the redistribution of population between rural and
urban areas is shown in table 2. From 1841 to 1911 the 'rural residues' of England and
Wales lost 4.5 million people as a result of migration. During this same period English
and Welsh cities gained 2.65 million people through migration and the colliery districts
gained 650,000; approximately 1.2 million people emigrated. The pattern of migration
differed sharply across decades. From 1841 to 1881 rural-urban migration rates were high
and emigration rates were low—^the 1840s was a decade of net immigration, largely
from Ireland. In the 1880s, rural-urban migration, especially to northern cities, declined,
and

England and Wales as a whole by Redford, Labour migration, Friedlander and Roshier, 'Internal migration'.
Greenwood and Thomas, 'Geographic labor mobility', Vedder and Cooper, 'English and Welsh geographic labor
mobility', Friedlander, 'Occupational structure', and Boyer, 'Labour migration in southern England'. For a discussion of
the relationship between distance and migration, see Schwartz, 'Effect of distance'.

net emigration increased sharply. Internal migration picked up again in the 1890s and net
emigration declined to a very low level. However, emigration returned to a high level in
the first decade of the twentieth century, and English and Welsh cities experienced a net
outmigration of 320,000 persons 22.

The importance of London as a destination for migrants is clearly shown in table
2. From 1841 to 1911 net migration to London equaled 1.25 million, 40 per cent larger
than net migration into the eight largest northern and midlands cities combined. However,
the immigration rates for London and the eight largest cities were virtually identical: 3.73
and 3.79 migrants per thousand population per year, respectively. London attracted three
times as many migrants from 1841 to 1911 as the 66 other southern cities for which data
are reported. Of the nine colliery districts, the two main destinations for migrants were
Glamorgan, which attracted 372,000 migrants from 1841 to 1911, and Durham, which
attracted 237,000 migrants.
The direction of migration flows for males and females was somewhat different.
A large share of female migrants became domestic servants, and young women therefore
were attracted to destinations with a large and growing demand for servants, in particular
London and the Home Counties 23. Women also were attracted to Lancashire and
Cheshire, whose cotton factories required a large number of female workers 24. Cairncross
estimated that 'the net inflow [of migrants into the textile towns] seems to have been
predominantly of women' 25. On the other hand, employment opportunities for women
were scarce in the coalfields and in cities such as Sheffield. As a result, 'several coalfields

22

Caimcross, 'Internal migration', pp. 70-3, 83.
Baines, 'Population, migration and regional development', p. 53; Saville, Rural depopulation, p. 96.
24
Ibid., p. 74.
25
Caimcross, 'Intemal migration', p. 74.
23

. . . attracted men in large numbers but were net losers of females' 26. The effect of these
differences in male and female migration flows can be seen by comparing the
female/male sex ratios of various locations. In 1901 there were 106.8 females for every
100 males in England and Wales; in London the ratio was 111.8 while in Sheffield it was
100.6 and in Durham 97.2 27.
The major migration destinations varied over time. From 1841 to 1881, London
was the most important destination with a net immigration of 1.1 million, followed by
Manchester/Liverpool (475,000), and the Durham colliery district (229,000). London
remained the most important destination from 1881 to 1901, attracting 395,000 migrants,
but migration second most important destination was the group of 42 southern residential
and military towns, with a net immigration of 214,000, followed by the Glamorgan
colliery district with 128,000 immigrants. Migration patterns changed sharply in the first
decade of the twentieth century. The only destinations to attract more than 100,000
migrants during the decade were the southern residential and military towns, with
138,000 immigrants, and the Glamorgan coalfields with 129,000 immigrants. London and
most major cities experienced net outmigration 28.
Rural districts throughout England and Wales experienced high rates of
outmigration; over the whole period 1841-1911 the rural north and rural south had
outmigration rates of 8.9 and 10.5 per thousand per year, respectively. Net outmigration
from the southern counties peaked in the 1870s; outmigration from the northern counties
peaked in the 1880s. In both major regions the outmigration rate in 1901-11 was below
that in any of the previous six decades. Rural outmigration was not driven simply by
agricultural decline. Outmigration rates from rural southern counties were higher during
the 1860s and 1870s, the so-called 'golden age' of English agriculture, than during the
agricultural depression of the 1880s and 1890s 29. Moreover, while the agricultural
depression began earlier and was much more severe in grain producing areas than in
pastoral areas, outmigration rates were no higher from southern counties that specialized
in grain production than from southern counties specializing in pastoral farming. Lawton
concluded from his study of rural depopulation that 'migration from rural areas was
universal . . . distance from growth points was more important than the quality of soil
or the type of farming in accounting for variations in the intensity or duration of loss of
population' 30.
The estimates in table 2 suggest that, from 1841 to 1911, net emigration from
England and Wales totaled 1.2 million. Baines has estimated gross emigration (net of
returns) from each county of England and Wales from 1861 to 1901. He concluded that
26

Hunt, Britbh labour history, p. 369.
SaviUe, Rural depopulation, pp. 32-3.
28
Caimcross, 'Internal migration', pp. 83, 86.
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Baines, Migration in a mature economy, pp. 285-98, presents outmigration rates for each county - England and
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13 of 19 rural southern counties and in the 1860’s in two counties.
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Lawton, 'Rural depopulation', p. 243. Evidence that the rate of outmigration from rural areas was similar for arable
and. grazing counties was first presented by Longstaff, 'Rural depopulation', and Eversley, 'Numbers of agricultural
labourers'. Eversley divided the English counties into six groups based on the share of cultivated arable land and
showed that between 1861 and 1901 the farm labour force declined at a similar rate for each group of counties.
Similarly, Bowley, 'Rural population', p. 616, divided England and Wales into 12 regions and found that from 1861 to
1901 'the general uniformity of the rate of decrease of shepherds and [farm] labourers throughout the country is very
noticeable'. On the topic of rural depopulation, see also Saville, Rural depopulation, JP 46-69
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during this period England and Wales lost 2.33 million emigrants 31. While Thomas and
others have interpreted Caimcross's results as evidence that most emigrants originated in
rural areas, Baines concluded that the majority of English emigrants in the last forty years
of the nineteenth century came from towns 32. He estimated that at least 45 per cent of
emigrants were born in towns and cities, 33 per cent emigrated directly from rural areas,
and up to 21 per cent were stage migrants, persons who migrated from rural to urban
areas before emigrating 33.
Caimcross's estimates suggest that there was an inverse relationship between
rural-urban migration and emigration. From 1851 to 1881 migration to cities and the
colliery districts was high and emigration was relatively low. In the 1880s emigration
increased sharply and migration to cities fell, while in the 1890s emigration slowed to a
trickle and internal migration returned to about its 1851-81 level. Finally, from 1901 to
1911 emigration increased again, and urban areas experienced net outmigration.
Baines tested the relationship between emigration and intimal migration from
rural counties by comparing changes in each county's emigration and internal migration
rates between decades. He found that between 1861 and 1901 male emigration and
internal migration rates moved in opposite directions about half the time and together
about half the time, and concluded that 'in general there was no significant relationship
between long run rates of emigration and internal migration 34. Does this finding mean
that British cities and overseas destinations were not alternatives for the potential rural
migrant? Clearly, it depends on how changes in internal and external migration
responded to the changing attractions of home and overseas destinations. For example, if
the attractiveness of both types of destination increased then we might expect migration
to both to increase—even if they were viewed as substitutes. Conversely, if the incentive
to move to internal destinations increased while the incentive to move to overseas
destinations decreased, we might expect to observe a rise in migration to the former and a
decline in migration to the latter—even if they were not viewed as substitutes by potential
emigrants.
This observation is just another example of the general point that we can say little
about the forces driving migration by simply looking at migration flows. To get a deeper
insight into such behavioural relationships we must examine the migration response in
relation to changing incentives to migrate.

Section III
In the past 30 years a large literature on the causes of internal migration in developing
countries has appeared 35. The majority of these studies have estimated 'macro' migration
functions to explain intercounty or interregional migration rates. The typical estimating
equation regresses the rate of migration from origin area i to destination area j , MiJPj
where M refers to gross migration and P to population, on wage or income levels in i and
31
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j , the distance between i and j , the level of urbanization in i and j , and the stock of
individuals residing in j who had been born in i, a proxy for the presence of friends or
relatives in the destination area 36. Unemployment rates and average education levels in
both origin and destination areas, and the population of destination areas^ are often
included as explanatory variables. A much smaller number of studies attempt to explain
the rate of migration into or out of areas using only origin (local) variables. That is, they
regress an area's migration rate, MJPi on the area's wage rate or income level,
unemplo5mient rate, occupational structure, and average level of education, omitting any
variables measuring alternative opportunities from the regression model. While such
studies yield useful information concerning what regional characteristics lead to net
immigration or outmigration, they do not enable one to determine the direction of
migration flows.
There have been surprisingly few empirical analyses of the determinants of
migration in Britain in the second half of the nineteenth century, and only a handful of
these examine the direction of migration flows. Taken together, the results of these
studies indicate that migration in late nineteenth-century Britain, like migration in
currently developing countries, was driven by economic incentives and the availability of
information.
The first systematic analysis of internal migration in nineteenth-century Britain
was by Hunt, who estimated the coefficient of correlation between the net gain or loss
from migration and weekly earnings at the county and regional level of aggregation for
1871-91 and 1891-19113 and found a 'moderately significant [positive] relationship'—
high (low) wage areas tended to gain (lose) population from migration 37. He concluded
that the over-all influence of migration was to transfer population from low to
high-wage areas' and thus to erode regional wage differentials 38. In certain areas the
relationship between earnings and migration deviated from trend; the far north of
England and southern Scotland experienced net outmigration despite high wage rates,
while in rural southern England the rate of net outmigration was low despite the area's
very low wage rates. Hunt attributed these exceptions largely to 'the influences of
distance [from high-wage areas] and variations in natural increase and demand for
labour 39. The correlation between migration and earnings was stronger in 1871-91 than in
1891-1911 at both the county and regional levels, which suggests that the 'erosive effects
of migration upon wage differentials' declined somewhat after 1891.
Regression models explaining the determinants of migration flows have been
estimated by Greenwood and Thomas, Vedder and Cooper, Morgan, Friedlander, and
Boyer 40. Greenwood and Thomas, and Vedder and Cooper, examine the combined
migration flows of males and females, Morgan and Friedlander estimate separate
regressions to explain male and female migration flows, and Boyer examines male
migration only. Because regional wage series for women do not exist, the authors who
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estimate models to explain female migration flows are forced to use male wage rates as a
proxy for female wage rates.
Greenwood and Thomas, and Vedder and Cooper, examine variations in
intercounty migration rates, using as their dependent variable the stock of migrants born
in origin county i and residing in destination county j at a point in time, a measure of
cumulative migration 41. Both studies specify cumulative migration as a function of origin
and destination wage levels, distance between origin and destination, population of the
destination county, and a measure of occupational structure in the destination county42.
Not surprisingly, the results of the two studies are similar. Both found that migrants
responded to economic incentives, moving from low-wage agricultural counties to highwage urban counties, and that distance between origin and destination, a proxy for cost of
migration and for information concerning job opportunities, had a strong negative effect
on migration. Unfortunately, the regression coefficients in both papers are almost
certainly biased, since both attempt to explain cumulative migration up to a certain year t
with independent variables measured only in year t. If migration flows, say, from 1821 to
1861 influenced wage rates and occupational structure in 1861, then such a procedure
will result in simultaneous equations bias 43. In addition, it is not possible to distinguish
the effects of the stock of previous migrants on the volume and direction of migration
flows when the stock itself is used as a proxy for the flow.
In his important 1985 book, Baines presents estimates of male and female
outmigration rates, net of returns, from each county of England and Wales in each decade
1861-70 to 1891-1900, to two destinations: other counties of England and Wales, and
overseas 44. Appendix 7 of the book (by Morgan) contains the first attempt to estimate
econometrically the determinants of intercounty gross outmigration flows. She regresses
male and female internal migration and emigration rates per decade on a series of
variables measuring the county's economic and demographic environment. Because the
dataset does not include information on the destinations of migrants, the model is
estimated under the assumption that the set of destination conditions and the costs of
migration were the same for migrants from all counties. The model is somewhat nonstandard in that it uses as explanatory variables changes in the local (county) wage,
agricultural employment, and literacy over the decade. Such a specification could result
in simultaneous equations bias if the effects of migration on labour supply influenced the
wage during the decade. Despite this, the regression results generally are consistent with
the notion that outmigration rates were higher from rural agricultural counties than from
more urbanized counties. However, the results also indicate that previous internal
migration (measured by the dependent variable lagged one decade) had a negative effect
on present internal migration, which goes against the theory of chain migration.
A recent study by Friedlander is noteworthy because it examines the determinants
of net migration rates for the 600 registration districts of England and Wales during the
late nineteenth century—all other studies have examined county level data 45. For each
41
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decade 1851-60 to 1871- 80, he regressed net migration on occupational structure in
1861, occupational change from. 1861 to 1870, the agricultural wage (measured at the
county level) in 1867-70, and urban proximity, an index measuring 'the potential
interaction of agricultural districts with their urban hinterland 46. The results for 1861-70
show that low-wage agricultural districts experienced net outmigration while high-wage
districts with a large share of the labour force employed in the tertiary sector experienced
net immigration 47. The share employed in mining or industry in 1861 did not have a
significant effect on migration., although districts where the share employed in mining
increased during the 1860s experienced net immigration. For the decade 1861-70
Friedlander also analysed migration •flows from agricultural counties to non-agricultural
counties, using estimates of intercounty migration flows constructed by Friedlander and
Roshier 48. He found that the two major determinants of migration flows were the distance
between origin and destination counties, which had a negative effect, and the wage level
in the destination county, which had a positive effect.
None of these studies examines the effect of past migration on current migration
flows, the so-called 'friends and relatives' effect. Studies of migration in developing
countries have found that the presence, of friends or relatives in a city is an important
source of information on wage rates and employment opportunities to individuals
contemplating migration. Friends and relatives also reduce the psychic costs of
migration, and might lower the costs of job search by supporting new migrants
financially until they find employment 49. Failure to include a measure of past migration
in regression models has been shown to result in 'an overstatement of the current direct
effects of other explanatory variables on migration 50.
Llewellyn Smith concluded from his study of the influx of population into
London that 'a country nucleus once established in any particular district of London,
grows in geometric ratio by the importation of friends and relations. We find one village
sending the flower of its youth to Finsbury, another to Hornsey, a third to a big
establishment in Cheapside 51. Hunt concluded that the low rate of migration from rural
southern England to the manufacturing and mining districts was due in part to the
tendency of migration streams to perpetuate themselves. In his words, 'once set in a
particular direction ties of family and friendship and especial knowledge of conditions in
the receiving area make it likely that migration streams will continue 52.
In table 3 we estimate some simple regressions to determine the effect of real
wage gaps, distance, and the stock of previous migrants on male migration flows from 19
southern and eastern counties to each of six major destinations for each decade 1861-70
to 1891-190053. The six destinations are London and the Home Counties, Lancashire and
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Cheshire, Yorkshire, the west midlands, the east midlands, and south Wales 54. We focus
OB male migration because the lack of female wage data makes it difficult to determine
the causes of female migration 55.

The migration rate is defined as Mj/Pi, the number of migrants from origin county
i to destination j during a decade, divided by the population of the origin county at the
beginning of the decade. Our estimates of migration flows between origin counties and
destination counties are constructed by Boyer 56, using the birthplace data from the 18611901 censuses, along with assumptions concerning the age distribution of migrants and
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the age-specific mortality of migrants 57. The number of migrants from county i to county
j during, say, the decade 1861-70 is calculated as:
(6)
𝑀𝐼𝐺(61 − 70)𝑖𝑗 = 𝑀𝑆(71)𝑖𝑗 − 𝑀𝑆(61)𝑖𝑗 + 𝐷(61 − 70)𝑖𝑗

where 𝑀𝑆(71)𝑖𝑗 is the stock of individuals born in country i and residing in destination j
in 1871, and 𝐷(61 − 70)𝑖𝑗 refers to the number of individuals born in country i and
residing in country j in 1861 who died between 1861 and 1870 58.
The wage gap is measured as (Wj-Wi)/Wi, the difference between destination and
origin real wages divided by the origin wage. Origin county wages are measured as
weekly wage rates in agriculture at the beginning of the decade. The destination wage is
measured as a weighted average of the weekly wage rates of building labourers in each of
the destination's major cities at the beginning of the decade 59. Distance is measured as the
air-mile distance between the centre of the origin county and the nearest major city of the
destination. Migrant stock is the number of individuals born in county i who were
residing in destination j at the beginning of the decade, divided by the population of the
origin county at the beginning of the decade. It is a measure of the magnitude of previous
migration flows from an origin to a destination, and a proxy for the presence of friends
and relatives in the destination.
Rural-urban migration might have been driven by differences in expected income
rather than by simple wage differentials 60. New migrants to cities might not immediately
find jobs if urban areas have significant levels of unemployment. A new migrant's
expected urban income typically is assumed to be equal to the urban wage times the
57
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urban employment rate. The expected income gap is therefore equal to [Wj(l – Uj) –
Wj/Wi, where Wj is the destination wage rate and Uj is the destination unemployment
rate. To test the hypothesis that migration decisions were based on differences in
expected income, in column 2 of table 3 the expected real income gap is substituted for
the real wage gap 61.
The regression model also included origin county dummies, destination dummies,
and time dummies. The origin county dummies pick up influences that affected a
county's outmigration rate but should not have affected migrants' choices of destination,
such as the extent of urbanization or the percentage of a county's male population who
were of 'prime migration age'. Destination dummies pick up influences, not measured by
wage rates, that made a destination especially attractive or unattractive, such as
occupational structure or disamenities.
The regression results indicate that the origin-destination real wage/expected
income gap, distance between origin and destination, and the size of the migrant stock
had significant effects on migration rates. The elasticities of migration with respect to
distance and wage gaps are quite large; a 10 per cent increase in distance between origin
and destination led to a decline in migration of 10.1-10.2 per cent, while a 10 per cent
increase in the wage/expected income gap led to an increase in migration of 4.9-5.1 per
cent. The existence of previous migrants had a strong positive effect on migration rates,
with an elasticity of 0.49. The regression model was also estimated with the dependent
variable and migrant stock entered in levels rather than in logs. The results indicate that
an increase of 1,000 in a county's migrant stock living in a destination at the beginning of
a decade would cause the number of migrants from the county to the destination to
increase by 243 during the decade.
Migrants from agriculture might have preferred employment in transport,
distribution, or other service occupations to factory employment 62. Service employment
varied significantly across destination regions, being high in London and the Home
Counties and relatively low in the industrial north and midlands 63. To determine the
effect of a destination's occupational structure on migration, in column 3 a variable
measuring the share of each destination's employed males with jobs in transport,
distribution, and miscellaneous services in each decade is included 64. The coefficient on
the service employment variable is not significantly different from zero, which suggests
that, when wage gaps, distance, and migrant stock are taken into account, differences
across destinations in the extent of service sector employment were not a major
determinant of migration flows in southern England.
For each specification of the model, the coefficients on the time dummies for the
1880s and 1890s are negative and significantly different from zero, and the coefficient for
the 1890s is larger in absolute value than the coefficient for the 1880s. This suggests that,
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other things being equal, migration rates from the rural south to the six major destinations
declined in the last two decades of the nineteenth century. The decline was not simply a
result of increased emigration. Although there was a significant increase in the
emigration rate from rural counties in the 1880s, these rates declined sharply in the
1890s 65. Rather, the decline was caused in large part by the sharp increase in migration to
southern towns outside London. From 1861 to 1881, southern residential and military
towns attracted fewer than 10,000 migrants; from 1881 to 1901 they attracted 214,000
migrants 66.
The studies surveyed in this section all show that migration in late nineteenthcentury England and Wales responded to economic incentives, and that this stimulated
large migration flows from low-wage agricultural areas to high-wage urban areas. While
the results in table 3 support this inclusion, they also show that late nineteenth-century
migration patterns cannot be explained simply by distance and destination wage rates.
Potential migrants from low-wage southern and eastern counties had to choose their
destinations from among several high-wage areas. The strong influence of the migrant
stock on migration rates suggests that individuals contemplating migration received
assistance from friends and relatives who had previously migrated 67. This assistance,
which reduced the monetary and psychic cost of migration, led to a perpetuation of
migration patterns and helps to explain the continued dominance of London as a
destination for migrants in the late nineteenth century. We turn now to an analysis of the
effect of these migration flows on rural-urban wage gaps.

Section IV
The analysis of migration discussed above suggests that, at most times and in
most places, migration worked to erode wage differentials. Yet substantial wage gaps
persisted, not only between rural and urban locations but also within occupations across
cities or regions. One of the first attempts to estimate trends in rural-urban wage ratios
was made by Bellerby, who found that weekly agricultural wage rates were slightly less
than one-half of weekly industrial wage rates throughout the period 1850-191468. This
large and persistent rural-urban wage gap suggests that there was significant inertia in the
labour market. However, Bellerby's estimates clearly overstate the size of the wage gap,
because he compares wages of low-skilled agricultural workers with those of skilled
industrial workers. More recently, Williamson calculated the nominal wage gap between
agricultural workers and 'unskilled nonfarm' workers for several benchmark years, and
found that the rural-urban wage ratio increased from 0.68 in 1851 to 0.76 in 1871, then
declined slightly to 0.71 in 1911 69.
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Table 4 presents estimates of the ratio of weekly earnings of agricultural labourers to
those of bricklayers' labourers for several dates between 1870 and 1912. The agricultural
earnings estimates were constructed from annual farm-level data on weekly cash wages
collected by the Board of Trade, adjusted to reflect total weekly earnings 70. The estimates
for bricklayers' labourers are a weighted average of wages in 11 large cities 71. Nominal
wage ratios are reported in the upper panel of the table, and real wage ratios in the lower
panel. The estimates suggest that, in nominal terms, the rural wage was about two-thirds
of the urban wage throughout the period. When adjustments arc made for differences in
the cost of living between rural and urban areas, title rural-urban wage ratio rises to about
0.75 72. Thus our estimate of the rural-urban wage gap is about half as large as that
suggested by Bellerby.
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Table 4 also presents rural-urban wage ratios for the north and south, where the
two regions are delineated roughly by a line between the Severn and the Wash. The wage
gaps are larger in the south than in the north throughout the period, but the difference
between the two regions is smaller in real than in nominal terms—largely because of the
relatively high living costs in the main southern city, London. One can get some idea of
the long-term movement in rural-urban wage ratios by comparing the results in table 4
with Williamson's estimates of real wage ratios in the 1830s: 0.598 for the south, 0.820
for the north, and 0.684 for England as a whole 73. The comparison suggests that the ruralurban wage ratio for the south increased significantly from the 1830s to the 1870s, but
that the northern wage ratio remained roughly constant, albeit at a higher level, during
this period. Thus, the evidence from wage ratios offers some support for Jones's
contention that 'a crucial change from conditions of glut to a partial but structural
shortage of [agricultural] labour took place in the 1850s 74, although the change occurred
only in the south and somewhat more gradually than Jones suggested.
To what extent do these real wage differentials reflect non-wage advantages or
disadvantages of rural and urban locations? Even if rural and urban labour markets were
perfectly arbitraged by migration it is unlikely that wage rates would be equalized.
Differences in the probability of experiencing unemployment would influence the
equilibrium wage ratio. While unemplo5Tnent in agriculture was mainly seasonal and
weather related, unemployment in urban occupations was driven by the trade cycle. As
we shall see, cyclical variations in urban unemployment had an important influence on
migration and on variations in the wage ratio. But the average unemployment differential
is difficult to establish because of the paucity of data for rural unemployment (or
underemployment). The effect of urban unemployment on the expected wage for rural
migrants would be magnified if, as is sometimes argued, they experienced lengthy
periods of unemployment or underemployment before gaining access to regular jobs.
Williamson's analysis of urban workers drawn from the 1851 census indicates that
unemployment among male migrants was only slightly higher than among non-migrants,
and that the age-earnings profiles of migrants from rural England were not significantly
different from those of urban non-migrants 75. Thus rural-urban migrants do not seem to
have suffered special disadvantages in the urban labour market 76.
A second potential influence on migration decisions (and therefore on the
equilibrium wage ratio) is the availability of employment for family members other than
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have more difficulty gaining access to regular and higher paid employment, can be identified only by their age.
Nevertheless, the fact that migrants do not appear to have been at a serious disadvantage in the urban job market
probably owes much to the assistance of friends and relatives discussed earlier.
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the male breadwinner in urban areas. If wage rates and job opportunities for women and
children were significantly higher (lower) in urban areas than in rural areas, then the
family income gap would be larger (smaller) than the male wage gap. While earning
opportunities varied across agricultural regions and across cities, Hunt concluded
that there was a 'generally positive correlation' between male wage rates and the wage
rates of women and children 77. Moreover, employment opportunities for women and
young people were typically higher in cities than in rural areas. In 1891, the labour force
participation rate for females aged 10 and over was 34.4 per cent for England and Wales;
in London the participation rate was 38.4 per cent, in. Birmingham it was 40.4 per cent,
and in Manchester 42.4 per cent 78. Although it has recently been argued that the census
underestimates women's employment in agriculture 79, declining employment
opportunities in rural crafts and the evidence of higher outmigration rates for women than
for men suggest that the advantages of urban locations favoured women even more than
men 80. In sum, the available evidence suggests that the family income gap was at least as
large as, and probably somewhat larger than, the male wage gap, and that the
opportunities for women and young people in urban areas enhanced the attractiveness of
cities to potential migrants.
Differences in the quality of life between rural and urban areas might also have
influenced the evaluation of alternative locations. Living conditions in Victorian cities
were often considerably worse than in rural areas, which reduced the attractiveness of
cities to potential migrants. Part of the wage gap between rural and urban areas might
have represented a bribe, or 'urban disamenities premium', paid to workers to compensate
them for the low quality of life in large cities 81. Williamson, Buer, and others have used
mortality rates, and in particular infant mortality rates, as a proxy for the quality of life 82.
In 1910-2, the standardized death rate for male agricultural labourers aged 25-65 was less
than two-thirds that for all British prime-age males, and the infant mortality rate in
families headed by agricultural labourers was substantially below that in families headed
by urban low-skilled workers, and even below the national average 83. Using the
occupation-specific infant mortality rates from the 1911 census and Williamson's
estimate of the urban disamenities premium in 1905, we estimate that as much as 9
percent of the wage of unskilled building trades workers represented compensation for
the low urban quality of life 84.
It is not possible to say whether the balance of factors affecting the relative
attractiveness of rural and urban locations narrowed or widened the effective rural-urban
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wage gap, but it is unlikely that they completely eliminated it 85. Hence there were
definite gains to migration which were reflected in the continuing rural-urban flows.

The potential short-run gains from migration varied from year to year with fluctuations in
urban wage rates and employment levels. Figure 2 shows that the rural-urban real wage
ratio fluctuated within a relatively narrow band between 1864 and 1913. The ratio
reached its highest point at 0.765 in 1873-4, the years of peak trade union activity in
agriculture, and its lowest point at 0.699 in 1893-9, at the end of the great depression in
agriculture, before increasing to 0.756 in 1910-2. Collins contends that 'the rate of rural
migration . . . ebbed and flowed with the expansion and contraction of emplo3mient in
the non-agricultural sector. The rate of outflow increased during the upturns and in a
major recession slowed down but may even have become negative due to large numbers
of migrants returning to their home parishes 86.
Collins argues that agriculture was a residual employer in that 'the size of the
population it had to support . . . was governed not by the size of the labour requirement
but by the numbers seeking work87. As a result, at times when labour was abundant
farmers substituted labour for capital and sometimes delayed the purchase of new
machinery. The demand for labour in agriculture also depended on factors such as
85
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agricultural prices, costs, and farm technology. The interaction of the forces of supply
and demand for rural labour determined movements in the agricultural wage. To the
extent that high urban wages and employment rates drew migrants out of agricultural
districts a decline in the supply of agricultural labour would result, and subject to
variations in demand conditions, the agricultural wage would increase. Thus it is
possible, in the absence of annual data on rural-urban migration, to observe the effect of
urban conditions on migration through movements in agricultural wage rates.
We develop a simple time-series model to determine the extent to which annual
changes in agricultural wages were driven by conditions in urban labour markets. The
model is a variant on the framework laid out in section I, the only difference being that
wages and employment conditions m the urban sector are taken as predetermined. The
rate of urban outmigration is assumed to depend on the urban/rural wage ratio and the
urban employment rate, as follows:
(7)
𝑤𝑡
𝑚𝑡 = 𝜇[𝑙𝑜𝑔( )𝑡−1 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑈)𝑡−1 ]
𝑤𝑎

where m is the outmgration rate, Wu is the urban wage rate, Wa is the rural wage rate, and
U is the urban unemployment rate. The labour demand curve in agriculture is specified
as:
(8)
𝑤
𝑜
log 𝐿𝑑𝑎,𝑡 = 𝐴 − 𝛼log( )𝑡 + 𝑟𝑡
𝑃𝑎
where 𝐿𝑑𝑎,𝑡 is labour demand, Pa is the price of farm output, α is the labour demand
elasticity, and the term rt represents trend capital accumulation and technical progress.
The rate of change of rural labour supply is equal to the difference between the rate of
natural increase and the rate of rural outmigration:
(9)
∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑠𝑎,𝑡 = 𝑛𝑡 − 𝑚𝑡
Converting (8) into changes, setting labour demand equal to labour supply and
eliminating mt yields an expression for the change in the agricultural wage:
(10)
𝑟−𝑛
𝜇
𝑊𝑢
∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑊𝑎,𝑡 =
+ ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑎,𝑡 + [log( )𝑡−1 + log(1 − 𝑈)𝑡−1 ]
𝛼
𝛼
𝑊𝑎

Changes in the agricultural wage are determined on the demand side by technical
progress and changes in farm output prices, and on the supply side by the rate of natural
increase (assumed constant) and by the forces driving rural-urban migration represented
in the square bracket.
We estimate equation (10) using the wage data for agricultural labourers and
building labourers discussed above 88. The model is modified in two ways, by adding a
further lag of the change in agricultural prices and by the addition of a dummy variable
88
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for 1872-6, the years of high trade union activity in agriculture 89. The results obtained
from estimating the model are presented in table 5. Column (1) shows the basic model.
Changes in agricultural prices have a significant positive effect on agricultural wages,
although the sum of the coefficients is less than one.

The coefficients on both the lagged urban/rural wage ratio and the urban employment rate
are positive and significantly different from zero, indicating that economic conditions in
urban areas had a strong influence on short-run wage changes in agriculture. The positive
coefficient on the union dummy indicates that agricultural trade unions were successful in
raising wages in 1872-6.
Columns (2) and (3) of table 5 present two variants of the basic model. It might
not be appropriate to assume that the first term in equation (10) can be treated as a
constant. If the rates of technical progress and capital accumulation in agriculture were
accelerating or the rare of natural increase in rural areas was decreasing there would be a
positive trend component in the model. However, the results in column (2) show that
when a time trend is included in the model its coefficient IS small and insignificant and it
has little effect on the other coefficient estimates Second, in column (3) we test the
restriction that the coefficients on the lagged wage-ratio and the lagged urban
employment rate are the same, as suggested in equation (1.0). The results indicate that the
restriction cannot be rejected 90. Together, the results in table 5 provide strong evidence
89
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that a simple Todaro-type migration mechanism influencing rural urban migration can be
identified from agricultural wage movements in the absence of direct observations on
annual migration flows.
While a direct measure of the mobility parameter, µ, cannot be obtained from
estimating equation (l0), an indirect estimate can be obtained by making an assumption
about the labour demand elasticity m agriculture, α. Gowers and Hatton estimated that,
for the interwar period, the labour demand elasticity was equal to -0.5591. Based on this
estimate and the estimated coefficient for µ/α in column (3), the implied value of the
mobility parameter is 0 12 (-0.55 x 0.24) This is close to the value of 0.l obtained for offfarm migration, for the United States in the interwar period by Hatton and Williamson 92.
If labour markets were segmented regionally, it might be more appropriate to
estimate the above model for individual regions rather than for England and Wales as a
whole. In another article we estimate a modified version of equation (10) for each of six
regions the south, east, southwest, midlands, north and Wales 93. In the modified model
changes in a region's agricultural wage are determined not only by the lagged local
urban/rural wage ratio and the local urban employment rate, but also by wage and
employment rates in large cities outside the region concerned. Thus the model enables us
to test for the influence on rural outmigration of conditions m both nearby and more
distant urban centres.
The (augmented) model performs reasonably well for each region, although the
results differ significantly across regions. In the south and east agricultural wages were
affected by economic conditions in London but not by conditions in cities outside the
region. In all other regions the agricultural wage was influenced by the London wage and
employment rate as well as by economic conditions in local urban centres in the midlands
conditions both in London and in the urban north influenced local agricultural wages.
These results strongly underline the importance of London as a magnet for migrants from
all parts of England and Wales, and they point to the importance of interregional
migration flows (especially to London) in influencing rural wages in distant parts of the
country. This suggests that a more explicit consideration of labour market integration
among regions is called for. We turn to this next.

Section V
Did Britain's local and regional labour markets become more integrated over the
second half of the nineteenth century? Did the intra- and interregional dispersion of wage
rates decline? It is important to recognize that growing labour market integration and
wage convergence are not the same thing. As we pointed out in section I, wage rates
might diverge despite well-functioning labour markets if divergent (and persistent) trends
in labour demand dominated the supply response. On the other hand, wage convergence
might take place in the absence of any improvement in the functioning of labour markets.
It is also necessary to distinguish (at a minimum) between rural and urban labour
markets. Although rural and urban markets were closely linked, as we have seen, they
were still sufficiently segmented to merit separate consideration.
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Nineteenth-century observers often commented on the large differences in wage
rates for similarly skilled workers within and between regions. In mid-century Caird and
Purdy pointed to sharp differences in agricultural wage rates, especially between the high
wage north and the low wage south94. Examining statistics for 1860, Purdy wrote that 'no
commodity in this country presents so great a variation in price, at one time, as
agricultural labour . . . A labourer's wages in Dorset, or Devon, are barely half the sum
given for similar services in the northern parts of England 95. Similarly, Clapham,
discussing the extent of variations in agricultural wages in 1902, commented that:
Variations in earnings from county to county remained astonishingly great. The
broad divisions corresponded roughly with differences in labour efficiency. . . Yet
differences in efficiency can hardly explain such gaps as those between the 14s.
6d. of Oxfordshire, . . . the 16s.4d. of Buckingham, the 16s. 11d. Of Essex and the
20s.of Surrey. Surrey no doubt runs into London; but so does Essex, and the
Buckingham and Oxford boundaries are not very far away. Some explanation
connected with mobility is more probable 96.
There were also considerable regional variations in wage rates within urban
occupations. Lawrence concluded from his analysis of artisans' wages in the building,
printing, and iron industries that 'marked changes . . . [in wage rates] are noticeable as we
pass from one part of the country to another' 97.Similarly, Rowe found 'appreciable'
differences across cities in the wages of building operatives, and concluded that regional
'variations in wage rates [in 1914] presented a picture hardly more uniform or
symmetrical than that of 1893' 98.
The most prominent contributions to the literature on regional wage differentials
and regional wage convergence are those by Hunt 99. In his 1973 book Hunt divided
Britain into 13 regions and examined trends in the regional wage structure, using wage
data for agricultural labourers and workers in the building trades. He concluded that the
regional wage structure was relatively stable over the period 1850-1914; 'in broad terms
there were two high-wage areas in 1850: the London area; and the counties of the north
of England together with parts of the Midlands as far south as Birmingham. In 1914 the
position was similar except that these two areas had been joined by south Wales and
much of southern and central Scotland' 100. The 'remarkable' stability in wage differentials
was not due to the immobility of labour. Rather, 'between 1850 and 1914 there were
strong forces wording to reinforce the existing wage differentials, forces so strong that it
would be rash to assume that the slow erosion of regional differentials necessarily implies
a high degree of [labour] immobility' 101.
Hunt argued that, at least from 1870, the integrating forces of labour supply overcame the
dis-integrating forces of labour demand, leading to an overall convergence of wage rates.
To determine the trend in wage dispersion he calculated the coefficient of variation of
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agricultural labourers' weekly earnings across 86 British counties in 1867-70, 1898, and
1907, and of bricklayers' weekly wages across 21 towns in England and Wales for 1886,
1900, and 1913. For agricultural labourers the coefficient of variation declined from 0.14
in 1867-70 to 0.10 in 1898 and then to 0.09 in 1907. For bricklayers, it declined from
0.145 in 1886 to 0.107 in 1900 and then remained roughly constant at 0.108 in 1913 102.
Two doubts might be raised about these results. First, they are based on an examination
of each occupationai wage rate at only three points in time. In order to determine whether
there was a discernible downward trend in wage dispersion it would clearly be preferable
to examine annual time series of wages rather than rely on a few benchmark years 103.
Second, Hunt's earnings data for agricultural labourers were drawn from a separate
source for each benchmark year, which raises issues of comparability 104.
We extend Hunt's analysis by constructing annual time series of wages for
agricultural labourers, bricklayers' labourers, and carpenters, and testing for trends in the
level of wage dispersion in these series. The agricultural series consists of annual wage
data for 'ordinary labourers' on 100 farms in England and Wales from 1862 to 1904105.
The series for bricklayers' labourers consists of wage data for 32 English and Welsh cities
from 1880 to 1913, and the series for carpenters consists of wage data for 29 cities from
1866 to l913 106. Available evidence suggests that rural living costs were similar
throughout England and Wales, so that the use of nominal wages is valid for the analysis
of the agricultural labour market 107. On the other hand, there were significant differences
in the cost of living across English and Welsh cities. To take account of these differences,
we deflated the nominal wages of workers in each city using the 1905 town-level cost-ofliving estimates reported in the Board of Trade's Enquiry into Working Class Rents,
Housing, and Retail Prices (1908)108.
To determine whether there was a systematic trend in the level of wage
dispersion, for each occupation we calculated the annual coefficient of variation, and
regressed the time series of coefficients of variation on a constant and a time trend. If
there was wage convergence over time the coefficient on the time trend will be negative
102
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and significantly different from zero. The regression results are presented in table 6.
Consider first the regressions for agricultural labourers' wages in panel (a). The
regression in row 1 shows that the coefficient of variation for the full set of 100 farms
exhibits a significant upward trend indicating that, contrary to Hunt's conclusion, wage
dispersion in agriculture increased from 1862 to 1904. The increase in wage dispersion
could have been a result of increasing interregional wage dispersion, increasing
intraregional wage dispersion, or both. To examine the trend in interregional wage
dispersion, we grouped the farms into seven regions (north, midlands, south, east. Home
Counties, south-west, and Wales), calculated the coefficient of variation of wages across
the regions for each year, and regressed the series on a time trend. The results, presented
in row 2, show that there was an upward trend in interregional wage dispersion from
1862 to 1904. To examine the trend in intraregional wage dispersion, we calculated the
coefficient of variation for each region for each year, and then calculated the weighted
average (by number of farms) of the coefficients of variation of the regions. The resulting
series, which measures the average intraregional wage dispersion for the seven regions, is
regressed on a time trend in row 3. The coefficient on the time trend is negative and
significantly different 5rojm zero, indicating that intraregional wage dispersion declined
from 1862 to 1904. Thus, the increase in the dispersion of agricultural wages shown in
row 1 was caused entirely by an increase in the dispersion of wage rates across
regions 109.
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The regression results for bricklayers' labourers and carpenters are presented in
panels (b) and (c) of table 6. For both occupations regressions were run using both
nominal and real wage rates. Because age data are available for only a small number of
cities within certain regions we were able to estimate only the trends in overall and
interregional wage variations. The regression results indicate that, for both occupations,
the dispersion in nominal and real wage rates declined sharply over time at both the town
and the regional level.
In sum, the results in table 6 suggest that urban occupations experienced
interregional wage convergence in late nineteenth-century England and Wales, but that
regional wage dispersion increased in agriculture, despite the evidence that migration was
working to reduce the labour 'surplus' in the rural south. Ironically, the convergence of
urban wage rates might have been a cause of increasing regional wage dispersion in
agriculture. During the late nineteenth century urban wages in the midlands, the southwest, and Wales gradually converged on the London wage. Rural wages in these regions
also grew rapidly as a result of the 'pull’ of local urban wage growth and that of
destinations further afield. In the south and east rural wage rates, already low, stagnated
because of the relatively slow wage growth of their major migration destination, London,
and because of the agricultural depression from the mid-1870s to the mid-1890s, which
was especially severe in grain-producing regions. The slow growth of agricultural wages
in the already low-wage south and east was a major cause of the increase in regional
wage dispersion in agriculture 110.
Thus we agree with Hunt that 'there were strong forces working to reinforce the
existing [regional] wage differentials'. It is also possible, however, that the interregional
migration currents were a weaker integrating force than has sometimes been suggested.
In a recent article we examined the degree of labour market integration between pairs of
regions, by determining the extent to which regional wage ratios converged to a long run
equilibrium after an initial shock 111. For each pair of regions i and j we estimated the
following 'error correction' model:
(11)
𝑊𝑖
∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑊𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 ∆𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑊𝑗,𝑡 + 𝛾2 𝑙𝑜𝑔( )𝑡−1 + 𝑣𝑡
𝑊𝑗

where W denotes the regional wage. This equation is a simplified version of equation (4)
in section I, in which shocks to labour demand (denoted by ∆z) and labour supply
(denoted by n) are subsumed in the error term v. The coefficient on the lagged wage ratio,
γ2 (the error correction term), is a measure of the degree of integration between the 'two
markets. The size of γ2 is determined in part by the migration semi-elasticity (µ in
equation (4)). A negative and statistically significant coefficient for the lagged wage ratio
is evidence of convergence to a long run, equilibrium wage ratio. The larger the
(absolute) value of γ2, the shorter the lag between an initial shock and the return to the
equilibrium wage ratio.
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We constructed regional wage series for agricultural labourers from 1855 to 1903
and carpenters from 1864 to 1913, and med these to estimate the error correction
model 112. We estimated a version of equation (11) for each of 15 regional pairs for
agricultural wages and 10 regional pairs for carpenters' wages. The coefficient on the
error correction term (γ2, in equation (11)) was negative in each of the 15 regional pair
regressions for agricultural wages, but was significantly different from zero in only eight
of the regressions. The results suggest that some regions were better integrated than
others. The north, midlands, south, and Wales were well integrated with other regions,
while 'the east and south-west were poorly integrated. The south-west was found to be
integrated only with Wales. These findings are consistent with the migration literature.
Baines found that the south-western counties of Devon, Cornwall, and Somerset, and the
eastern counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, had relatively low rates of internal migration 113.
South Wales was a major destination of migrants from the south-west, especially in the
1870s and 1880s, and the vast majority of those easterners who migrated moved in the
direction of London, which for most of them could be reached without passing through
another region 114.
The example of the south-west demonstrates how wage convergence can occur
without increasing labour market integration. The south-west was the lowest-wage region
in England and Wales in the 1860s; however, in the last three decades of the nineteenth
century agricultural wages increased faster there than in any other region, so that by
1902-4 wages in the south-west were above wages in the south and cast 115. Our results
indicate that this wage convergence occurred despite the fact that the south-west was not
well integrated with other regions 116. The increase in wage rates was caused in large part
by labour shortages resulting from the region's 'exceptionally high' emigration rates.
According to Baines, between 1861 and 1900 'nearly a quarter of all males at risk'
emigrated from Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, and Somerset 117. In contrast, the east, which
also was poorly integrated with other regions, had relatively low emigration rates. This,
along with the demand shocks caused by the agricultural depression, explains why
agricultural wages stagnated in the east.
Turning to the carpenters, the coefficient on the error correction term was
negative in each of the 10 regional-pair regressions, and significantly different from zero
in seven regressions. Each of the regions London, the midlands, Wales, and the southwest was integrated with three of the other four regions. However, the small size of the
coefficient on the error correction term in some of the regressions suggests that regional
integration was not always very strong. The average lag between an initial shock to the
equilibrium wage ratio and the adjustment back to equilibrium was as long as five to
seven years for some regional pairs 118. While it is tempting to conclude that urban labour
markets were better integrated that rural markets, the evidence from estimating the error
correction model is not compelling.
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It is possible that further research using more sophisticated models will pinpoint
the contours of regional integration in more detail, but the existing evidence suggests that
regional labour markets were fairly loosely integrated in the short run. In the long run, of
course, the cumulative movement of labour to areas where demand was growing rapidly
attenuated the divergence in wage rates which otherwise would have occurred. For
example, one estimate suggests that in the absence of outmigration between 1861 and
1901 the average agricultural wage in rural southern counties in 1901 might have been as
much as 32 per cent lower. Similarly, the London wage might have been 24 to 28 per
cent higher in 1901 in the absence of immigration over the same period 119.
Finally, what can be said about movements over time in the degree of labour
market integration? The answer, on present evidence, is very little. We have shown that
regional wage convergence alone is not sufficient proof that labour market integration
increased, and, in any case, the results in table 6 show that not all occupations
experienced wage convergence in the late nineteenth century. There is some evidence
that in the second half of the century regional wage dispersion was smaller in Britain than
in other west European countries or the United States 120. While this evidence also must
be interpreted cautiously, it suggests that we must look to earlier periods to find evidence
of growing labour mobility and labour market integration which surely must have
occurred with falling transport costs and improvements in information networks.
Section VI
The literature on labour mobility in Victorian Britain largely can be divided into
two strands: studies that focus on the determinants of migration flows across counties or
regions; and studies that focus on changes over time in the degree of labour market
integration, as measured by movements in rural-urban or regional wage differentials. This
article surveys both of these strands, and offers a framework for linking the two. Within
this framework, we present new evidence on several of the questions that have been
raised in the literature.
The migration studies surveyed in sections II and III show that migration, in late
nineteenth-century England and Wales was driven by economic incentives. The major
determinants of migration flows were the magnitude of the benefits from moving, the
cost of moving, proxied by the distance between origin and destination areas; and the
availability of information concerning urban job opportunities, proxied by distance and
by the stock of individuals residing in a destination area who were born in the origin area.
The strong migration flows from low-wage agricultural areas to high-wage urban areas
suggest that migration worked to erode wage differentials.
To examine 'the relationship between rural and urban labour markets, we
developed a simple time-series model to determine the causes of annual changes in
agricultural wages. The results indicate that economic conditions in urban areas had a
strong influence on short-run wage changes in agriculture. Moreover, they show that a
simple Todaro-type migration mechanism can be identified from agricultural wage
movements in the absence of direct observations on annual migration flows. However,
119
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substantial wage gaps remained at least until the First World War both between rural and
urban locations and within occupations across regions and cities. Their persistence
despite strong migration flows appears to support Hunt's conclusion that the erosive
effects of migration were countered by 'strong [demand and supply] forces working to
reinforce the existing wage differentials 121. Then we examined the degree of labour
market integration between pairs of regions using a simple error connection model, we
found that the labour markets of some regional pairs were weakly integrated at best.
We have argued that it makes little sense to describe the late nineteenth century
labour market as either integrated or not integrated Rather, the degree of integration, as
reflected m the mobility of labour, generally was sufficient to prevent either a dramatic
widening of or a dramatic convergence in wage differentials m the face of the unbalanced
growth of labour demand across sectors and regions. Our analysis of trends m the level of
wage dispersion indicates that urban occupation & experienced interregional wage
convergence m late nineteenth-century England and Wales, but that regional wage
dispersion increased in agriculture However, such evidence cannot be interpreted as
reflecting changes over time in the degree of labour market integration. On present
evidence there is little reason to believe that the labour market, at least after 1850, was
becoming either more or less integrated. Tests of trends in the degree of integration
would require more subtle analysis than has been performed to date and this must await
future research.
Cornell University
University of Essex
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